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PROGRAM AGENDA 

• 11:00 a.m. - Welcome and introduction from NECEC
• Peter Rothstein, President, NECEC
• Jeremy McDiarmid, Vice President, Policy, NECEC

• 11:05 a.m. - Overview RMI’s “Clean Power By the Hour” 
• Mark Dyson, Senior Principal, Carbon-Free Electricity

• 11:15 a.m. - Google’s 24/7 Clean Energy Journey 
• Devon Swezey, Global Energy Market Development and Policy Lead, Google 

• 11:25 a.m. - Panel Discussion 
• Mark Dyson, Senior Principal, Carbon-Free Electricity, RMI
• Devon Swezey, Global Energy Market Development and Policy Lead, Google 
• Jeanette Pablo, Resident Senior Fellow, Clean Air Task Force 
• Adam Wade, Partner, Foley Hoag
• Alicia Barton, CEO, First Light Power
• Jeremy McDiarmid, Vice President of Policy & Government Affairs, NECEC 

(Moderator)
• 12:30 p.m. - Event Ends 



RMI – Energy. Transformed.

Clean Power by the Hour
Mark Dyson

Senior Principal, Carbon-Free Electricity



RMI – Energy. Transformed.

RMI transforms the global energy system to secure a 
clean, prosperous, zero-carbon future for all
• Independent, non-partisan, non-profit 

organization focused on solutions for 
clean energy
• Founded in 1982 by Amory Lovins
• Headquartered in Colorado with 

offices in New York, Oakland, DC, 
Beijing, and Delhi.
• ~400 full-time staff
• Re-branded as RMI (formerly Rocky 

Mountain Institute) in 2021

RMI does two things in five places
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RMI – Energy. Transformed.

Corporate renewable procurement is evolving 
beyond matching RECs on an annual basis

• Time-coincident procurement 
(e.g. hourly or 24/7 matching)

• Demand-side measures

• Firm clean energy procurement

• Enabling technologies

• Emissions-based procurement

• Equitable procurement
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Emerging procurement strategies

Source: WRI, 2021



RMI – Energy. Transformed.

RMI’s study assesses the cost, emissions, and market 
transformation impacts of hourly matching
• Funding: Supported by Microsoft to 

investigate impacts of hourly matching. 

• Approach: Used a model which incrementally 
builds a least-cost portfolio to match a 
facility’s hourly load with newly-built carbon 
free resources, applied in 7 global markets.

• Scope: Modeled technologies widely 
available for new projects (i.e., wind, solar, Li-
ion storage), with assessment of opportunities 
for emerging tech.
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RMI – Energy. Transformed.RMI – Energy. Transformed.

Finding 1: Costs for hourly load matching rise in 
three distinct stages, well above costs for meeting 
annual procurement targets

• Stage 1: Procured renewable generation is 
used to match facility load in all hours. (0-
30% hourly match for this example)

• Stage 2: Procured renewable generation 
exceeds facility loads in some hours. (30-60% 
hourly match)

• Stage 3: Storage is used to balance 
renewables. (60%+ hourly match)
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Hourly load matching costs for a data center in PJM 



RMI – Energy. Transformed.RMI – Energy. Transformed.

Finding 2: Near-term emissions reductions depend 
on the regional grid mix and operation of storage 
resources

• Emissions benefits depend on 
the broader grid. Any form of 
carbon-free energy procurement 
saves more carbon in grids with 
higher marginal emissions.

• Optimizing storage to match 
facility load may not directly 
reduce emissions. Co-optimizing 
storage dispatch with grid-level 
price and emissions signals can 
provide economic and carbon 
benefits. 
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Emissions reductions from hourly load matching in modeled regions



RMI – Energy. Transformed.RMI – Energy. Transformed.

Finding 3: Hourly procurement can create demand 
for emerging technologies needed to fully 
decarbonize the grid
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Marginal costs to increase level of hourly load matching, PJM data center

The first ~50% of hourly matching is low-
cost

The final ~50% of hourly matching is 
costly without a broader set of CFE 
technologies



RMI – Energy. Transformed.RMI – Energy. Transformed.

Hourly matching can be most beneficial if buyers 
prioritize three principles to guide procurement

1. Match hourly procurement strategies to grid dynamics

2. Expand wholesale market access to scale the benefits of hourly 
procurement strategies

3. Balance hourly procurement goals against the science-based imperative 
to reduce emissions as fast as possible in the near term
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Thank you
mdyson@rmi.org



• Please submit questions for panelists using the Q&A function.
• Any questions submitted via chat may not be answered.

HOW TO ASK A QUESTION



24/7 Carbon-Free Energy by 2030
Devon Swezey, Global Energy Markets and Policy Lead

Northeast Clean Energy Council
October 19, 2021



Google’s Energy Journey



Proprietary + ConfidentialFrom 100% Renewable to 24/7 Carbon-Free 

Midnight

Morning

Noon

Afternoon

Evening

0% match with 
carbon-free energy

100% match with 
carbon-free energy

100% Annual RE Match: Consumed 
electricity is a mix of RE and Non-RE, but is 
matched 100% with RE purchases around 
the world 

Google global 
electricity 
consumption, 
MWh

Google global 
purchases of 
renewable 
electricity, MWh

24/7 CFE: Consumed electricity of every 
data center and office campus is matched 
with carbon-free electricity, every hour of 
every day 

January 1 December 31



Proprietary + ConfidentialProgram Principles 
1. Time-based Matching: Moving from annual 

volume-based goal to hourly matching of load   

2. Local Procurement: Moving from global matching of 
our demand to local (regional grid)

3. Technology-inclusive: Moving from renewable energy 
only to all carbon-free energy (includes nuclear, CCS, 
etc.) 

4. Additionality: We seek to add new clean generation to 
the grid through our procurement, but recognize 
additionality is a spectrum. 

5. The Grid is the Ultimate Goal: The broader goal of 
24/7 CFE is to decarbonize the broader electricity grid, 
which is why we take Grid CFE into account in our 
methodology



In 2020, Google reached 
67% carbon-free energy 
globally on an hourly basis. 

In the same year, five of our 
data centers operated at 
90% carbon-free energy. 

100% carbon-free energy

0% carbon-free energy

Every hour of Google’s carbon-free 
energy sourcing in January 2020



Proprietary + Confidential

Benefits of 24/7 CFE

Greater Emissions Reductions    

Reducing Financial Risks of Procurement 

Advancing Innovative Technologies  

Focusing Policy Advocacy 
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Purchasing 
Buy more and different 
types of clean energy 

deployed locally

Policy
Advocating for policy 

changes to decarbonize 
electricity grids

Pillars of Approach

Technology
Accelerate technology 

innovation



Confidential + Proprietary

Procurement Methods and Evaluation
When evaluating projects for inclusion in our 
portfolio, we consider two key metrics: 

1) CFE Score Improvement: Project costs / % 
change in CFE score

2) Avoided Emissions: Project costs / tCO2e 
avoided  

 $ / % 
CFE 
increase

 $ / tCO2 avoided 

We utilize the following procurement 
methods for our program: 

1) Power purchase agreements with CFE 
assets

2) Retail energy supply agreements 
combining CFE technologies 

3) CFE purchased through utility partners

Source: Google, 24/7 Carbon-free Energy: Methodologies and Metrics, February 2021



Round-the-clock clean 
electricity supply 
In May 2021, Google and AES 
announced a first-of-its-kind supply 
agreement that will guarantee that 
Google’s data centers in Virginia will 
operate on 90% carbon-free energy 
by 2024. 

New clean energy portfolio added to PJM 
electricity grid, comprised of wind, solar PV, 
battery storage, and run-of river hydro. 

500 MW 

Source: AES Case Study

Example 

PURCHASING



Working with utilities 
on the path to 24/7
In December 2020, the Public Utilities 
Commission of Nevada approved an energy 
supply agreement between Google and NV 
Energy to procure solar and storage for its 
operations and the grid. 

350 MW solar

Up to 280 MW battery storage

Online by 2024

"The [energy supply 
agreement] is unique in 
its size and scale as well 

as its inclusion of a 
capacity sharing 

mechanism associated 
with the storage 

resources."

-Public Utilities Commission of 
Nevada Order Approving 

Agreement

Example 

PURCHASING



Partnership with Fervo Energy to 
develop “always on” clean 
energy for Nevada’s electricity 
grid. 

A step taken locally to advance 
geothermal energy use globally. 

Example 

TECHNOLOGY
Next-generation 
geothermal energy



A timely new approach for certifying carbon-free energy
 Time-based Energy Attribute Certificates (T-EACs) incentivize production exactly when and where it’s most needed

Google-contracted 
wind production in 
the Midwestern U.S.

Day 01

Day 15

Day 31

RECs T-EACs

Morning Evening Noon 

1 month

Max windMin wind

Example

POLICY 



Example

POLICY 
24/7 Carbon-Free Energy Global Compact

COORDINATED BY SUPPORTED BY

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

⚡ 24-7cfe.com ⚡ 



24/7 clean energy     
everywhere 
all the time
for everyone 

Thank you!



Upcoming Events

Part 1: Virtual Gala 
November 18, 2021 | 5:00pm - 7:00pm 
Part 2: In-Person Gala  
March 23, 2022 | Westin Copley Boston

NECEC Annual Meeting (Virtual)
December 16, 2021 | 2:00pm - 4:00pm 




